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Abstract

As a step toward obtaining a procedure for modeling randomness occurring in elec-
tronic switching circuits, the switching randomness, or jitter, arising in a tunnel-
diode switch was investigated. Distributions of the switching time were measured for
a tunnel-diode switching circuit that was driven by a slowly rising current ramp. A
model was deduced from these measurements which relates the statistics of the jitter
to the slope of the input ramp, the load resistance, and the tunnel-diode characteris-
tics in the vicinity of the current peak: the amount of shot noise, junction capacitance,
and i-v relation curvature. For switching in the reverse direction - from the valley
of the i-v relation back to the initial state - the switching randomness involves a dif-
ferent mechanism. Another model is presented for this case. This model relates the
jitter to the 1/f noise that predominates in the valley region of the tunnel diode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 GENERAL THRESHOLD-CROSSING DETECTION PROBLEM

If a slowly rising ramp is applied to the input of a physical switching circuit,

switching will occur when the ramp crosses a threshold level that is characteristic of

the circuit. If this switching procedure is repeated a number of times, the observed

switching times will be randomly distributed about some mean value. The original

objective of this investigation was to determine a method whereby this switching ran-

domness, or jitter, could be related to more fundamental random processes that occur

in the devices and elements comprising a particular switching circuit.

The switching circuits for which we would like to model the jitter range from simple

single-device circuits, such as the tunnel diode or neon-bulb switches, to more complex

regenerative circuits, such as the Schmidt trigger or flip-flop. The numerous applica-

tions of these switches include use in sampling systems, switching-type modulators,

comparators, and computers.

In many of these applications, operating limitations are imposed by the switching

randomness. Hence it would be extremely valuable to be able to evaluate the switching

jitter in terms of more fundamental random processes occurring in the elements and

devices of a particular switching circuit. With this ability the amount of jitter could

not only be predicted for a given circuit, but also reduced or minimized with proper cir-

cuit design.

1.2 APPROACH TO THE GENERAL PROBLEM

One would expect, a priori, that jitter in electronic switching circuits arises from

random fluctuations associated with the particle nature of the conduction process in the

circuit components.

In linear circuits the effects of these fluctuations can be modeled in terms of shot,

thermal, and 1/f noise descriptions that are well known for most devices and circuit

elements that would comprise a particular circuit. It is not clear, however, that the

jitter occurring in a switching circuit, which is, of course, highly nonlinear, can be

modeled in terms of these specific noise descriptions; in fact, it is conceivable that

the jitter could be related only to processes that are more fundamental than the shot,

thermal, or 1/f noise processes.

A first step toward solving the general problem might be to choose a particular kind

of switching circuit and investigate its properties in detail to see if its jitter could be

modeled in terms of the shot, thermal, and 1/f noise processes that occur in the indi-

vidual circuit components. If such a model could be determined for that one kind of

switch, then it is likely that the same modeling procedure could be used for other kinds

of switching circuits.

Even if this approach were not successful, valuable insight into the switching process
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would have been gained, and a definite contribution would have been made in showing that

the jitter is probably caused by processes more fundamental than the shot, thermal, or

1/f noise processes.

The thesis research was concerned with this initial approach to the general

threshold-crossing detection problem. The tunnel diode switch was chosen for this initial

investigation for the following reasons: the circuitry of the switch is simple; the tunnel

diode's noise model is relatively simple and is valid over an extremely wide frequency

range (of all electronic devices in existence today, the tunnel diode has one of the widest

bandwidths); and diodes with characteristics matched within a few per cent can be easily

obtained. The last property is important, since a differential technique was used for

measuring the statistics of the jitter.

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The object of the present investigation was to determine the mechanism whereby

switching jitter arises in the tunnel diode switch. First, relationships between certain

statistics of the jitter and various circuit and device parameters were measured experi-

mentally. Then, with the insight obtained from these observations, a model was deter-

mined that relates the statistics of the switching randomness to certain circuit

parameters and to the shot, thermal, and 1/f noise formulations of the tunnel diode

model. Finally, additional experiments suggested by the theoretical results were per-

formed to check the range of applicability of the model.
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II. REVIEW OF BASIC TUNNEL-DIODE SWITCHING OPERATION

AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

A literature search revealed that previous investigations pertinent to our present

problem dealt either with models for describing the noise behavior of tunnel diodes in

linear circuits or with nonrandom models describing deterministic switching behavior

of tunnel diodes. The model that will be developed in this report is based on notions in

each of these areas. This section reviews basic operation of a tunnel diode switch and

presents a commonly accepted noise model of the tunnel diode. A discussion of basic

tunnel diode characteristics will provide insight that will be helpful in understanding the

nature of our problem and its solution.

2. 1 BASIC SWITCHING OPERATION

a. Definitions of Switching in the "Forward" and "Reverse" Directions

If the circuit shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a load resistor, RL, in parallel with a

tunnel diode, is excited by a current ramp, atu_l(t), as shown in Fig. 2, the operating

tu 1 (t)
-1 ) RT. \ . Tunnel Diode

k

Fig. 1. Basic form of the tunnel diode switching circuit.

v
U

Fig. 2. Tunnel diode static i-v characteristic, showing the path
of the operating point during switching.
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point will travel from the origin along the i-v curve as shown in Fig. 3. When the oper-

ating point reaches the peak of the characteristic (at A in Fig. 3), switching will occur

as it jumps to the other stable state at B in the figure. We shall call this switching,

from the peak across the valley to the other state, forward-direction switching.

If the input current were then decreased, the operating point would travel from B

until it reached C, where the load line is tangent to the diode characteristic. Then the

diode would switch back to the original state as the operating point jumps to D. This

switching will be called reverse-direction switching.

b. Occurrence of Switching-Time Randomness, or Jitter

If either of the two switching operations described above were to be repeated a num-

ber of times under identical conditions, we would find that the observed switching times

are randomly distributed about some mean. This randomness, or "jitter," of the

switching times arises because of the random fluctuations associated with the quantized

nature of the conduction process.

It is our purpose here to relate the statistics of the jitter to more fundamental

descriptions of the particle fluctuations. Such descriptions are the shot, thermal and

1/f noise formulations.

2. 2 A NOISE MODEL FOR THE TUNNEL DIODE

In order to gain more insight into the nature of this switching problem, we shall

present a commonly accepted model for the tunnel diode. 3 This model, derivable from

the basic physics of the device, is shown in Fig. 3. Although the model is normally

used to describe linear operation of the diode, it will be helpful now in providing insight

into the mechanism of coupling between particle randomness and switching jitter. In

Section IV this model will be used to relate the switching-time statistics to more funda-

mental circuit and device parameters.

Series resistance and inductance of the leads are neglected in this model. The famil-

iar static i-v characteristic i(v) shown in Fig. 2, is considered here to be instantaneous,

or memoryless.

+ I I
I I

-A
( _ a

v I ,i ,, I I I ,n(+-.vI .L vJ -

- I

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit model of the tunnel diode.
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The junction capacitance, C(v), is a function of voltage. It is linearized capacitance,

valid for small-signal operation about an operating point at v volts. C(v) can be used

for larger signals, too, without very much loss in accuracy, since its value is not

strongly dependent upon v in the switching region.

The characteristics of the noise, n(t;v), depend strongly on the operating voltage v.

Noise of two basic types has been measured in tunnel diodes. One variety is white, at

least up to the diode cutoff frequency, and has been very well accounted for by using a

shot-noise model. The other type is present predominantly at low frequencies and has

approximately a 1/f variation in spectral height. These two types of noise will now be

discussed in more detail.

a. Shot Noise in Tunnel Diodes

The shot and 1/f noises predominate in different operating regions of the diode:

shot-noise predominates in the vicinity of the peak of the i-v relation; 1/f noise, in the

valley.

The voltage dependence of the shot noise has been studied theoretically and experi-
1-3

mentally by Berglund, Pucel, and Turner and Burgess. We shall summarize their

results.

If a current I1 that is generated by a single source is flowing across a semiconduc-

tor junction, the shot noise caused by the corpuscular nature of the current flow will

have a two-sided, white, power density spectrum of height eI 1, where e is the magni-

tude of the electron charge.

In the tunnel diode, however, there are two components of current simultaneously

flowing in opposite directions across the junctions. These components of current are

generated by independent processes. The first component is the Esaki, or tunneling

current, IE, and the second is the Zener current, IZ . The net terminal current of the

diode is given by the difference between these components,

i = IE - Iz . (1)

Each component contributes its own shot noise. Thus the resulting total noise will

be the sum of the two noise components. Since the two noise components are indepen-

dent, the two-sided spectrum, S(f), of the total noise will be the sum of the spectra of

the separate components. That is,

S(f) = e(lIEI+IIZJ) = eIeq. (2)

In this expression the equivalent shot-noise-producing current, Ieq, is

Ieq= IE + IZ. ' (3)

This current, Ieq, is different from the terminal current i, given in Eq. 1 if IE

and IZ are both nonzero. In Fig. 4 the currents IE ' I Z, i, and Ieq are plotted as a
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Ieq(v) = IE(v) + I (v) 

V

Fig. 4. Relation between actual current, i(v), and the equivalent
shot current, Ieq(v).

function of voltage v. It is significant that in the region near the peak of i(v),

Ieq(v) i(v).

It will be shown, for forward switching, that the noise affects the switching random-

ness most strongly in the region near the peak of i(v). Thus Eq. 4 will be a useful sim-

plification for our modeling of the jitter mechanism.

b. /f Noise in the Tunnel Diode

In contrast to shot and thermal noises, which have well understood models, the

physical origin of 1/f noise has not, as far as we know, been explained. 1/f noise,

characterized by the /f variation of its power spectrum, is observed almost uni-

versally in materials.

A number of experimental investigations of 1/f noise in tunnel diodes have been per-

formed. Yajima and Esaki4 were not able to detect any significant /f noise in the peak

and negative-resistance regions of germanium tunnel diodes. When, however, the diode

voltage was increased beyond the negative-resistance area into the valley region, a

marked increase in 1/f noise was observed. For instance, the 1/f noise level that they

measured at 1 kc in the valley region was greater than the shot-noise level by a

factor of approximately 10 4

Berglundl in his experimental study claims that the l/f noise in the valley region

6
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may predominate over shot noise up to frequencies as high as 50 Mc.

The following properties of tunnel diode noise will be important in the modeling of

switching-time randomness: (a) in the peak region of the tunnel diode, shot noise is the

dominant form of noise; (b) in the diode's valley region, the /f noise is dominant.

2.3 DIFFERENCE EXPECTED BETWEEN FORWARD AND

REVERSE SWITCHING

In terms of the noise model just discussed above, we shall now try to gain insight

into a mechanism whereby the noise affects the switching-time randomness. It is not

clear at this point that the switching randomness can be related to the specific shot or

1/f noise processes just described; it is entirely possible that the jitter can only be

related to random processes that are more fundamental than those observed in the

small-signal noise model. (In the models developed later in this report, however, we

are able to relate the switching randomness to the shot and /f noises.)

For each of the two switching directions it is possible to define a critical operating

region where coupling between particle randomness (or noise) and jitter is likely to be

most important.

For forward switching, the "decision" to switch is made in the circuit when the

operating point is near the peak of the i-v curve, just before its jumping to the other

state. If the operating point has not yet reached this peak region, noise fluctuations are

not likely to influence the time of switching. On the other hand, if the operating point

is already past this critical coupling area, the diode is already well on its way toward

switching, and will be negligibly influenced by the noise. Thus the noise will have the

strongest effect on the switching time in a relatively small region near the peak of the

i-v curve.

By using similar reasoning, it can be concluded that the corresponding critical

coupling region for reverse-direction switching is in the valley region, near the point

of tangency between the load line and the i-v curve.

By examining the linear noise model just presented, the important observation that

different types of noise exist in the respective critical coupling regions for forward and

reverse switching can be made.

White shot noise predominates in the critical region for forward switching near the

current peak whereas low-frequency 1/f noise dominates in the reverse-switching criti-

cal region in the valley of the i-v relation. Thus we would expect that the switching

randomness observed for the two switching directions would be different.

This is indeed the case. The experimentally determined jitter behavior for forward

switching was different from that observed for reverse switching. Separate models will

be developed for the respective switching directions. Greater emphasis will be placed

in this report on forward switching, since forward switching is faster, and hence more

commonly used than reverse switching. A separate section on reverse-direction

switching will be included in Section V.

7
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SWITCHING-TIME STATISTICS

At the outset of this investigation the only information we had concerning the mecha-

nism whereby jitter might arise in a tunnel diode switch was that which could be deduced

from the linear noise model presented in Section II. In order to gain more insight into

the jitter process, we decided to measure the switching-time distribution as a function

of slope of the input ramp and other circuit parameters. With this additional informa-

tion, we hoped to be able to construct an adequate model of the process.

We shall describe here the basic experiment, discuss techniques that were used, and

present the more important experimental results. Some additional experiments that were

suggested by the theoretical results are included in Section V. A summary of experi-

mental and theoretical results will be presented in Section VI. Detailed circuit diagrams

corresponding to the measurement techniques are included in the appendices.

Measurements described here will be for forward-direction switching only. Experi-

ments concerning reverse-direction switching will be presented in Section V, since an

entirely different theory describes those results.

3. 1 BASIC EXPERIMENT

The basic experiment consisted of generating a voltage ramp of slope a, applying this

to a tunnel diode in series with the load RL, and then measuring the random switching

time TS . This experiment was repeated enough times to yield reasonable statistical

accuracy in estimating the switching-time distribution. Distributions were measured

as a function of input slope a and load resistance RL.

3. 2 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

a. Ramp Generator and Differential Switching Circuit

The basic switching circuit, including the ramp generator and tunnel diode switches,

is shown in Fig. 5. To obtain sufficient measurement accuracy, a differential technique

was used. This technique will be discussed in more detail below.

The input ramp is generated by the charging of an R-C circuit. If the switch S (in

Fig. 5) is opened at t = 0, the rising exponential, vs(t), shown in Fig. 6, results.

When the ramp reaches the threshold level, VT1, the first diode switches at time

TS1. A short time later, the second diode switches at time TS2. The range over which

the switching times TS1 and TS2 vary is small enough to ensure that the rising exponen-

tial appears as a constant-slope ramp at the switching levels of both diodes.

The time difference, TS2 - TS1, is measured by subsequent circuitry. By repeating

the experiment many times, the distribution of the difference TS2 - TS1 is obtained.

The switch S is actually a transistor that is driven by a square-wave generator, which

causes the experiment to be repeated periodically. A detailed schematic of the genera-

tor and switching circuits is presented in Appendix A.

8



Switch
S v2(t)

Ramp Generator Switching Switching

R > R Circuit No. 1 Circuit No. 2
RL>> RS

Fig. 5. Circuit for differential measurement of jitter.

I I
I

Fig. 6. Switching waveforms corresponding to the differential circuit of Fig. 5.
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b. Differential Measurement Technique

To obtain suitable accuracy, a differential technique was used, since the range of the

switching-time randomness is extremely small compared with the interval from t = 0 to

t = TS . Typically, TS was 5 msec, while the jitter standard deviation was 5 nsec. Con-

sequently, a measurement accuracy of one part in 10 6 would have been required for

direct measurement of the standard deviation. With the differential technique the typical

accuracy requirement was one part in ten.

Statistical Information Obtainable by Using the

Differential Measurement Method

Because the data obtained by using the differential measurement scheme involve only

the switching-time difference, TS2 - TSl, certain information concerning the statistics

of the individual random variables, TS1 and TS 2 , will be lost. Nevertheless, if the two

diode circuits switch independently and have identical statistical characteristics, much

information concerning the statistics of the separate random variables, TS1 and TS 2 , can

be inferred.

The variance of a sum of two statistically independent random variables is equal to

the sum of the variances of the separate variables. If the random variables, TS1 and

TS2, are independent and have the same statistics, then the variance corresponding to

either TSl or TS2 is half the variance of the difference, TS2 - TS 1.

It is well known that the distribution of a sum of two statistically independent random

variables is the convolution of the distribution of one with that of the other. Since we are

looking at the difference between two independent random variables, TS 1 and TS2, that

have the same distribution, the distribution of the difference, TS2 - TS1, will be the

autocorrelation of either TS1 or TS 2 .

Specific information can be gained concerning the separate distributions of T S 1 and

TS2 if the difference, TS2 - TS 1 , is observed to be Gaussian (as was the case).
Cramer 5 proved the following theorem originally conjectured by L6vy: "If the sum

of two independent random variables is normally distributed, then each variable is itself

normally distributed." The proof of this theorem is quite involved. The theorem provides

a necessary link in interpretating the experimental results that were obtained.

It is significant that all information concerning the individual mean switching times,

TSl and TS2, is lost due to subtraction that occurs in the difference measurement.

The model derived in the next chapter completely predicts the switching time dis-

tribution as a function of circuit parameters and input slope. Using the differential

method, we shall be able to check the predicted distribution shape and variance experi-

mentally as a function of circuit parameters. We will not be able to experimentally verify

the theoretical predictions concerning the mean due to the differential technique.

c. Measurement of Statistics of the Switching-Time Difference, TS2 - TSl

The circuit just discussed yields switching-time difference, TS2 - TSl. Two methods

10



that were used for measuring statistical properties of this difference will now be dis-

cussed.

The first method was more direct, yielding the complete distribution of TS2 - TS1.

Once the shape of the distribution of TS2 - T S i had been determined, a second, more

convenient, method was used for further investigation of the jitter statistics. This second

measurement method yielded the variance of TS2 - TS 1 .

Method I: Measurement by Using a Pulse-Height Analyzer

A block diagram of the system used for directly measuring the distribution of the

switching-time difference, TS2 - TS 1, is shown in Fig. 7.

Distribution of

T - TS2 Si

Fig. 7. A system for measuring jitter distribution by means of a pulse-height analyzer.

The voltages vl(t) and v 2 (t), shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are applied to a differential

time-to-height convertor (a system that produces an exponential pulse of height propor-

tional to the difference TS2- TS1 ) .

After both diodes switch (and the above-described pulse is formed), the ramp is set

back to zero, thereby causing the diodes to revert to their original states. The experi-

ment is then repeated, thereby causing both diodes to switch again and another pulse,

proportional to the new switching-time difference, to be formed. This procedure is

repeated periodically, generating a train of pulses that have random amplitudes, each

proportional to the difference TS2 - TSl obtained for its respective experiment.

This train of pulses of random heights is then applied to a 400-channel pulse-height

analyzer. The analyzer automatically forms the distribution of the amplitudes of the

11
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ensemble of pulses. The distribution of TS2 - TS1 thus obtained is then read out digitally

in channel increments of 2. 2 nsec. Between 10, 000 and 100, 000 pulses were typically

observed for each distribution.

The over-all measuring system was very linear. The total error introduced by the

system was much less than the 2. 2-nsec channel width.

The pulse-height analyzer has 400 memory channels and a magnetic core memory

that can store up to 105 events in each channel. The analyzer (Model 34-12) was manu-

factured by the Radiation Instrument Development Laboratory.

A distribution that was being measured could be monitored on an oscilloscope as it

was forming. Thus the convergence of the distribution could be observed, and the mea-

surement stopped when the statistical error, which was due to the limited sample size,

became small enough.

The digital output could either be printed, plotted automatically, or punched onto

paper tape for further processing.

Method II: Measurement of the Variance of the Difference TS2 - TS1

by Using a Spectral Method

This second, less direct, method of measuring TS2 - TS1 was used, once the shape

of the distributions had been determined. This method was more convenient than the

first, since it could be implemented by using equipment that was available in our own

laboratory.

As in Method I, a periodic train of pulses having random amplitudes proportional to

the values of TS2 - TS 1 obtained in the respective repeated experiments was generated.
This train is shown in Fig. 8a.

A property of the power density spectrum of this random pulse train was utilized

in order to obtain an estimate of the variance of TS2 - TS 1. The power density

spectrum, S(f), of this random pulse train is shown in Fig. 8b, and is derived in

Appendix B. We assumed that the respective pulse heights were uncorrelated, that

is, that switching-time differences corresponding to different experiments were

uncorrelated.

As shown in Fig. 8, the spectrum consists of continuous and impulsive com-

ponents. These components correspond to the random and periodic components of

the random pulse train, respectively.

The important characteristic of the spectrum S(f) is that its continuous part is

proportional to the variance (which is what we desire) of the amplitudes of the

respective pulses.

If the random heights are denoted by the random variables, x, having the vari-
2

ance x' then the spectrum of the continuous part of the spectrum, Sr(f), is

2 2

Sr(f 1 + (2rrfr) 2
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X (
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La /

Fig. 8. (a) Periodic train of random-amplitude pulses obtained in the mea-
surement process. The random amplitudes xl, x 2 , x 3, ... are

proportional to the values of TS2 - T S 1 obtained in the respective
experiments.

(b) Power density spectrum S(f) of f(t).

where T is the time constant of the exponential, and T is the period of the pulse train.

Consequently, by passing the pulse train through a bandpass filter that passes

some of the continuous part of the spectrum and rejects the impulses at harmonics
2

of 1/T, an output signal with mean-square value proportional to the variance x2, or

equivalently the variance of TS2 - TSl, is obtained.

A block diagram of the over-all system that was used for accomplishing this

processing is shown in Fig. 9.

We might mention here that we assumed in the derivation that the pulse ampli-

tudes were mutually uncorrelated. For forward-direction switching, when the main

source of jitter is from shot noise (effectively white) one would expect this assump-

tion to be valid. For switching in the reverse direction, however, where /f noise
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Variance of

TS2 -TSi

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the system used for measuring the variance of
TS 2 - TS 1 by means of the spectral method.

is the main cause of jitter, the switching times corresponding to successive experiments

are highly correlated. Consequently, this spectral measurement method just discussed

is not directly applicable in the reverse-switching case. We checked the validity of the

forward-switching results obtained by this method by comparing them with those obtained

by using the direct procedure of Method I.

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The most important experimental results - those that were useful in deriving the

theoretical model to be presented in Section IV - will be presented here. Results of

other experiments that were motivated by predictions of the model will be presented in

Section V. Since these results are somewhat scattered throughout this report, they will

all be summarized in Section VI.

Germanium, 1-ma tunnel diodes (G. E. Type 1N3713) were used for the results

reported here.

a. Jitter Distribution

The measured distributions of the switching-time difference, TS2- TSl, were
Gaussian within the statistical accuracy obtainable with the limited sample size. A

14
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typical distribution is shown in Fig. 10. A plot of this distribution on probabil-

ity paper is shown in Fig. 11. The curve is extremely linear in the central

region, which indicates that the curve is essentially normal there. The devia-

tion in the tails is statistical variation that is to be expected, since the num-

ber of points in the tails is much smaller than the number in the central region.

0
00

0 0

0 0

oo

O
o

0

0o

0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

10 2
L
0 30

0

0

0

o

40 50

Channel number (2. 2 nsec per channel)

Fig. 10. Typical distribution of TS 2 - TSi, measured for RL = 4 kQ and

slope a = 5. 01 amps/sec. Number of samples: 26, 600.

Jitter distributions were measured for a variety of values of input slope a

and load resistance RL, and in all cases, were Gaussian.

By the Cramer-Levy theorem discussed above, the separate distributions of

TS1 and TS2 are Gaussian if the difference, TSZ- TSl, is Gaussian. Thus, since

the measured distribution of TS2 - TS 1 is Gaussian, the separate random vari-

ables are Gaussian.
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b. Jitter Standard Deviation, -T' as a Function of Slope, a

A typical plot of 0rT versus a for R L = 4 kO is shown in Fig. 12. Measure-
ment of the relation between arT and a was made for several different values
of load resistance, RL. In all cases, the observed dependence could be approx-
imated, within the typical accuracy shown in Fig. 12, by

(6)
1

"T ap .'

where 0. 77 < p < 0. 85. The value of p depends upon the specific pair of diodes
used and only slightly upon the value of RL.

Standard Deviation T (nsec)

Measured points

Theoretically computed line

G

i.U 10.0 50.0

Slope a (amps/sec)

Fig. 12. Standard deviation_¢T as a function of slope a.
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The behavior described by (6) was exhibited over the entire 3. 5-decade range

of a variation. We expected the jitter to decrease monotonically with slope a

but were surprised to find the behavior so regular over so large a range.

c. Dependence of Jitter upon Load Resistance, RL

If the tunnel diode drive circuit is expressed as an equivalent current-source ramp

in parallel with the load RL, the relation between T and a is, to first order, inde-

pendent of RL for RL greater than 1 ko. This result was surprising, as we expected

the jitter to be influenced strongly by the load R L. Plots of T against a for R L = 1, 2,

4, and lu kQ are shown in Fig. 13.

50

I

40

+ O

+
0

o RL = k0

E R = 2 kOL 
A R. = 4 k0

+ R. =10 kO

0

O
0

+ M~ ~
A

+

0
0. 1 100.01.0 10.0

S lope a (amps/sec)

Fig. 13. Jitter standard deviation aT versus slope a for several values of RL.

Of all of the experimental results, this was the most helpful in the obtention of the

model presented in Section IV. It focused our attention onto models that did not involve

RL.
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IV. MODEL DESCRIBING SWITCHING STATISTICS

We shall now present a model that relates the switching-time randomness to shot

noise generated in the tunnel diode and to other circuit parameters. This model will be

derived for forward-direction switching, that is, in which the operating point jumps from

the peak of the i-v relation, across the valley, to the other stable state.

Three approaches to the problem of modeling jitter in a tunnel-diode switch were

considered.

1. An abstract mathematical approach. Procedures that we have found in published

works for modeling switching-time randomness were theoretical and quite detached from

particular characteristics of any specific physical switching systems. Perhaps, a gen-

eral model for the class of all physical switching systems does exist, in which case an

abstract approach might be fruitful. We were not able, however, to find any general

theoretical approach that was simple enough to be applied to our specific tunnel-diode

switching problem.

2. A physical approach by using the equivalent linear-circuit model of the tunnel

diode. Any approach should, in principle, be relatable to the basic physics of the device,

or perhaps to an equivalent-circuit model derivable from the basic physics. A modeling

procedure in terms of the equivalent-circuit model described in Section II for the tunnel

diode was successful and is the procedure described in this section.

3. An approach based on the microscopic physics of the device. At the outset of the

investigation it was not clear that the linear-circuit model could be applied to the

modeling of our nonlinear switching process. If this method were fundamentally impos-

sible, then the modeling would most probably have to be done in terms of the micro-

scopic physics of the device. Fortunately, this approach did not have to be used, since

the circuit-model approach was successful.

4. 1 EQUIVALENT-CIRCUIT MODEL FOR DESCRIBING JITTER STATISTICS

The circuit model used for describing the switching randomness is shown in Fig. 14.

The left section is the ramp-generating part of the circuit; the portion on the right is

the tunnel-diode model described in Section II.

The ramp generator is expressed in terms of a current rather than voltage-source

circuit because the observed statistics were essentially independent of the load RL for

the current drive. The noise source, nth(t), accounts for the thermal noise originating

in the load, RL. The two-sided power-density spectrum of nth(t) has the amplitude

2KTN ZKT (7)Nth RL

In the tunnel-diode section of the model, the tunnel diode i-v relation i(v) (shown in

Fig. 2), is considered to be instantaneous, or memoryless. The incremental junction
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Fig. 14. Equivalent-circuit model for tunnel diode threshold-crossing detector.

capacitance, C(v), depends upon voltage. The noise source, ns(t), accounts for shot

noise generated at the diode's junction and has the two-sided spectral height,

Ns = qI eq(v), (8)

where q is the magnitude of the electron charge, and Ieq(v) is the magnitude of the

equivalent shot current. The characteristics of the equivalent shot-noise current, Ieq(v),

were discussed in some detail in Section II. In the region near and to the right of the

peak of the diode's i-v characteristic, Ieq(v) is approximately equal to the actual diode

current, i(v).

a. Some Simplifying Approximations

By observing that the effect of the noise on the switching time is likely to be impor-

tant in a relatively small operation region, some approximations can be made that

greatly simplify the model.

The "decision" to switch is made in the circuit when the operating point is near the

at

white noise of 
spectral height N

Fig. 15. Simplified equivalent-circuit model for the tunnel diode threshold-
crossing detector.
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peak of the i-v curve. If the operating point has not yet reached this critical region,

noise perturbations will have a negligible influence on the time of switching. On the

other hand, if the operating point is already past this area, the diode is already well on

its way toward switching, and further influence from the noise will be insignificant. Thus,

switching-time randomness is introduced in a relatively small operating region near the

peak of the diode.

A greatly simplified version of the model, shown in Fig. 15, can be obtained by

making the following approximations that are accurate over the small critical coupling

area.

1. Ieq(v) and C(v), moderately dependent on voltage, can be considered to be con-

stant in the critical coupling region near the peak. Thus, in this region, Ieq(v) and C(v)

can be approximated by

Ieq( ) = Ieq(Vp) ip

and (9)

C(v) = C(vp),

where vp is the diode's peak voltage, and ip, the peak current.

2. The characteristic i(v) can be approximated analytically in the critical peak

region. If we expand i(v) about the peak at (vp, ip), keeping only terms up to sec-

ond order, we obtain the new i-v relation,

(i-ip) = -k(v-vp) 2 (10)

where k is proportional to the curvature at the peak. With no loss in generality, we

can translate the i-v coordinate system so that its origin is at (vp, ip). Then (10) can

be expressed in the simpler form,

i(v) = -kv 2 , (11)

where it is understood that i and v are new translated variables that are different from

those previously used. These variables will be used for the rest of this discussion.

3. Since RL is a memoryless element, it can be eliminated by combining it with the

relation, i(v), which is also memoryless. It is interesting to observe that this does not

alter the form of Eq. 11, since the new i-v relation obtained by this combination,

2 1
i* (v) = -kv + v, (12)RL

is still a parabola with the same second derivative and, consequently, the same value

of k.

The white thermal noise, nth(t), originating in RL, can then be combined with

the white shot noise from the diode. The resulting equivalent white noise has
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the spectral height,

2kT
No RL eq (13)

At room temperature, for values of RL that were used (R L > lk), and for Ieq = 1 ma,

2kT
qI >>2kT (14)eq RL

Consequently, the shot noise predominates and

No =qIeq (15)

4.2 SWITCHING EQUATION

By means of the approximations made in Section 4. 1, the much simpler form of the

switching model shown in Fig. 15 is obtained. Parameters that depended upon the

operating region were considered to be constant over the relatively small region in

which the effect of noise upon switching randomness is important. The nonlinear rela-

tion i(v) was approximated by a simpler analytic relation.

By using Kirchhoff's current law, the equilibrium equation for the circuit model of

Fig. 15 can be written

dv 2
C dt- kv2 = at + n(t), (16)

where n(t) is white noise of spectral height N o , a is the slope of the input current ramp,

k is one-half the curvature at the diode's peak, and C is the junction capacitance at the

diode's peak. The voltage appearing across the diode is v.

This switching equation, describing the coupling between the noise and the switching

time, will be used for deriving the statistics of switching-time jitter.

a. Dimensionless Form of the Switching Equation

By suitably grouping the parameters a, C, and k, we obtain the new dimensionless

variables (denoted by primes)

2 (k1/3
V

I
=. k v\Cal v

Lt'] = (k)/ [cr4]

N =(C2a No (17)

Substitution of these variables in the switching equation (16) results in the alternative

dimensionless form of the switching equation,
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dv' - v' 2 = t' + n'(t'), (18)

where n'(t) is white noise with spectral height N. The form of any solutions of this

equation will depend only on the parameter N'.0

4.3 SOLUTION OF THE SWITCHING EQUATION

If the noise term were left out of the switching equation (18), the resulting equation

would be a form of the Ricatti equation, which appears in numerous physical problems. 6

The solution of this particular form of the equation is a complicated combination of tran-

scendental functions which could not be expressed simply enough to provide insight into

our particular problem.

As a result, we have resorted to other methods of interpreting the equation. The

first method utilizes dimensional methods and produces, very simply and elegantly, a

relation between the standard deviation of the switching-time distribution and the other

parameters of the circuit. A linearity assumption is made in this approach that is ver-

ified by using a second, more complex, approach: namely, by solving the equation sto-

chastically on a computer. This computer solution also provides us with the complete

distribution function of the jitter, together with its relation to the pertinent circuit

parameters. These approaches will be described below.

a. Solution by a Dimensional Method

Using dimensional methods only and making one fairly reasonable assumption, we

can obtain an expression for the standard deviation -T of the jitter.

The assumption is the following: If the noise n'(t') is small enough, then the jitter

varies "linearly" with the noise. That is, if we multiply n'(t') by X then the jitter stan-

dard deviation, cT, is also multiplied by X. Equivalently, if the dimensionless spectral

height, N', is small enough, we can write

r = A o/N', (19)

where A is a positive, dimensionless constant.

Simply by transforming the dimensionless a and N' in (19) back into the "dimen-T o
sional" domain, using (17), we obtain an expression relating T to N, a, C, and k.

Namely,

AN1/2 kl/6
0 (20)

a 5/6c1/3

Both the a and C dependence predicted in this relation agree remarkably well

with actual observations. A comparison between the theoretical prediction (20)

and experimental observations will be given below and in the final summary in

Section VI.
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b. Complete Solution of the Switching Equation by Computer

A more complete solution of the switching equation is desirable, since the dimen-

sional method gives no information about the switching mean, or about the shape of the

jitter distribtion. Furthermore, the validity of the linearity assumption should be

checked, and the proportionality constant, A, evaluated.

The switching action was simulated on an IBM 7094 computer by digitally solving

the dimensionless switching equation (18). Standard difference techniques were used.

Noise was obtained by means of a standard random-number-generating routine, and was

introduced at each iteration of the difference equation. The random-number sequence

was zero mean and had a variance that was adjusted to correspond to a desired value of

N'. The random numbers were rectangularly distributed.

For a selected value of N o, by using initial conditions corresponding to equilibrium

at T' = -oo, the equation was solved 1000 times, the solution yielding that many values

of the random switching time, T. Then the standard deviation, -T, the switching-time

mean, T s , and the distribution of Ts were computed by using standard techniques. This

procedure was repeated for each of several values of No . A more detailed discussion

of the computing techniques that were used is presented in Appendix C.

c. Computed Jitter Statistics

The Distribution

For each value of N'o , 1000 values of the random switching time T' were obtained.s
Then from these points, the distribution was computed. A typical distribution is shown

in Fig. 16. A plot of this distribution on probability paper is presented in Fig. 17. The

fluctuations in the distribution are statistical fluctuations that arise because only

1000 data points were used.

The distributions begin to deviate from Gaussian for N > 2. This is probably

due to the fact that we were not able to start the waveform back far enough

in time for the larger values of N. The larger the value of N, the farther

back in time the initial starting time would have to be in order to ensure a

condition equivalent to commencement in equilibrium at t' = -oo. If the starting

time were pushed back too far, the time required for computation would become

objectionably long.

Thus we have been able to solve the model for its predicted distribution only

for NO' < 2. No conclusions can be made at this time concerning the distribu-

tion for N' > 2.
o

it is interesting that the computed switching time distribution was Gaussian-

shaped, even though the input noise was rectangularly distributed. This can be

explained heuristically in terms of the model.

When v'(t') is small just before switching, the circuit acts approximately as
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Fig. 17. Plot of theoretically computed integrated distribution of T' on prob-
s

ability paper. N' = 0. 1. Number of samples: 1000.
0

a capacitor, or as a pure integrator. If non-Gaussian white noise is applied

to a very narrow-band system such as our "integrator," the output process will

be close to Gaussian. Since the relation between noise and jitter is "linear" (a

result that is presented in the next section) and T is obtained by integrating
5

over the noise, it is not unreasonable that T' be Gaussian.s

Jitter Standard Deviation and Mean as a Function of Spectral Height N'
o

A Gaussian distribution is completely specified if its mean and standard devi-

ation are determined. Consequently, if we know T and sT as a function of

noise spectral height N , we shall have completely determined the statistics of

the switching time. By transformation back into the dimensional domain, the

statistics will then be specified in terms of all of the pertinent dimensional param-

eters: slope a, curvature -2k, junction capacitance C, and noise spectral height

NO.
The computed relations between tr and N, and T and N are shown in

T o' so

Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. These relations can be approximated analytically

by the expressions
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(N o ) A NTo ~~vg

and

T (No) = - yNo , (21)

where A = 0. 65, = 2. 33, and y = 0. 30.

That -'(No) varies linearly with N' supports the linearity assumption that was made

for the solution by the dimensional method.

Error bracket: a- = standard deviation of error
resulting from the limited-

_Ii or size statistical sample

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

Spectral height N' (dimensionless units)
o

Fig. 19. Mean switching time, T, vs noise spectral height, N.

The wide deviations of several of the points on the graph are due to two factors:

(i) statistical fluctuations resulting from the limited 1000-point sample size, and

(ii) deviations attributable to an initial starting time that was not back far enough. The

standard deviation of the statistical error in the point locations is indicated by the error

brackets shown in Fig. 19.

It is interesting that the standard deviation, oT, hardly depends on the initial starting

time at all, whereas the switching mean, T, is highly sensitive to the starting time.

We felt that it would not be worth while to repeat the computation for starting times
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that were back far enough, since several hours of additional computer time would have

been required. As a result, the theoretical computation of T' is not as accurate as might

be desired. The computation does indicate the general linear behavior of Ts (N o ), but

does not show how the linearity breaks down, if it does.

For all experimental measurements that were made, N < 1. 5. This value was com-

puted with the use of Eq. 17 and the parameter values k = 1/7 amp/volt 2 , I 1 ma,

and C = 10 pf. The minimum slope, corresponding to the maximum value of N o , was

a = 0. 2 amp/sec.

0 (No) was linear for all values of N' that were used (up to N' = 4). This

certainly includes the range of N(N < 1. 5) covered in the experimental mea-

surements. Although we did not measure the switching mean experimentally, we

see that the theoretical behavior of T'(No) is also approximately linear over the

measurement range, N < 1. 5.

T'( 0
R

.mpu Ise

t

Fig. 20. Gaussian-shaped switching distribution moves to left and
widens as noise spectral height is increased.

The behavior of the distribution, PT' (t';No), of T with N as a parameter

is shown in Fig. 20. With no noise, switching occurs with probability one at

the delayed time . As N is increased, switching occurs earlier, on the aver-

age. This is because the noise peaks are more likely to cause switching to

occur earlier than later.

An interesting observation can be made: PT, (t';No) satisfies the differential

equation for diffusion in a moving medium. This observation suggests that another,

perhaps more fundamental, approach to the problem might exist. Thus far we
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have not been able to derive the differential equation directly from the switching

model.

Dimensional Forms of a"(No) and Ts(No)

By substituting the transformation relations of (17) in (21), we obtain the expressions

relating the dimensional standard deviation, T' and mean, T s , to the circuit and device

parameters,. a, C, and k:

AN 1/2k 1/6
T 

= 0

a5/6 1/3

-a~~ C
Ts = ( ka / [-Y ] (22)

In these expressions, No is the spectral height of the noise (shot noise in the device);

C, the capacitance across the tunnel-diode junction; k, one-half the curvature at the

current peak; a, the slope of the input current ramp; and A = 0. 65, 3 = 2. 33, and

y= 0. 35.

The switching-time distribution, PT (t), is obtained simply by substituting the rela-
s

tions (22) for T and Ts in the Gaussian form:

PT(t)=exp t (23)
PTs

d. Independence of Jitter Standard Deviation and Load Resistance RL

In Section III we stated that the experimentally determined jitter standard deviation,

rT' is independent of the load R L when R L is large enough and the drive is expressed

as a current-source ramp in parallel with the load. We shall now show that the model

predicts this behavior.

In analyzing the model we simplified the instantaneous relation, i(v), by approxi-

mating it with the parabola, -kv 2 , in the critical switching region near the peak.

We can incorporate RL into the model by including it in the instantaneous i-v rela-

tion, i(v), thereby obtaining the new relation,

i(v) = -kv2 + v (24)
L

Regardless of the value of R L, the new relation i(v) will still be a parabola with a

second derivative, -2k, that is independent of RL . Since the standard deviation T

depends only on k, and since the new parabola has the same value of k as the old,
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regardless of the value of RL, aT will be independent of RL.

The "critical region," where the effect of noise on the jitter is most important, is

that area near the point of tangency of the load line with the current peak. If RL is made

too small, the critical region will move to the right, away from the peak of the i-v rela-

tion where the original parabolic assumption was valid. If RL is made much smaller,

switching will not occur, since the load will always intersect i(v) in only one point. Con-

sequently, if RL is much larger than the magnitude of the minimum negative resistance

of the diode, the critical switching region will be near the peak, and the jitter standard

deviation T will be independent of R L.

e. Agreement between the Model's Predictions and Actual Measured Results

At this point, three comparisons can be made between predictions of the model and

measured results.

1. Remarkably good agreement has been obtained for the relation between the jitter

standard deviation T and the slope a. In Fig. 12 the theoretical relation (24) is super-

posed on the experimental points.

2. The model predicts the observed result that T is independent of load resistance

RL when RL is much larger than the minimum negative resistance of the diode.

3. The model predicts that the jitter distribution should be Gaussian. This agrees

with the observed results.

The theoretical results presented here motivated some additional experiments that

could be performed to further check the validity of the model. Discussions of these

other experiments are presented in Section V.
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V. EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING OTHER PREDICTIONS AND EXTENSIONS

OF THE MODEL

The experiments presented in Section III were motivated during the process of for-

mulating the model. They furnished insight that was useful in obtaining the model. Cer-

tain other experiments were performed to test predictions and extensions of the model.

It is generally desirable that the validity of the various predictions and extensions

of the model be checked as much as is feasible. If any prediction does not agree with

experimental facts, then the model is deficient, and should be modified or rejected, or

the limits of its validity should be established. On the other hand, if agreement is

obtained, the model is strengthened and rendered more useful, since its known range

of applicability is increased.

We shall now describe three experiments: (i) Variation of the jitter standard devia-

tion as a function of diode size; (ii) Variation of jitter standard deviation as a function

of capacitance added externally across the diode; and (iii) Jitter statistics for switching

in the "reverse direction" - from the valley of the i-v curve back to the original state.

The first and second experiments concern relationships that are predicted by the

model that was derived in Section IV for forward-direction switching. The third investi-

gation was performed to determine whether that model would also hold for reverse

switching.

We found experimentally that the forward-switching model did not describe the jitter

occurring in the reverse-direction case. Consequently, another model was developed

for this situation. This model, presented in section 5. 3, exhibits all of the character-

istics that were experimentally observed.

5.1 VARIATION OF JITTER STANDARD DEVIATION WITH DIODE SIZE

If we assume that a larger diode can be expressed equivalently as several smaller

ones in parallel (for example, a 2-ma diode would be equivalent to two 1-ma diodes in

parallel), then we can easily derive the theoretical dependence of the jitter standard

deviation, -T , upon the diode size.

With this assumed scaling, if a diode's size is scaled by the factor x, then its capac-

itance C, shot-noise spectral height No , and curvature, -2k, will also be scaled by x.

It should be pointed out that this assumed scaling law is only approximate. For

small diodes, leakage and field fringing cause this scaling relation to break down.

According to the manufacturer's specifications for the diodes that were used, the

assumed scaling is accurate within approximately 10%.

Let the jitter standard deviation corresponding to the original diode be denoted -o ,

and that for the scaled diode x . Then by using the previously derived relation

AN 1 /Zkl/ 6

fC 0 , (25)

5/6 1/3
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20 log r-T + const.

X M Standard Deviation T (db)

4.7-ma tunnel diode

- 2.2-ma tunnel diode

<- 1.0-ma tunnel diode

U.2 1.0 10.0 100.0

Slope a (amps/see)

Fig. 21. Jitter standard deviation as a function of input slope for
1.0, 2. 2, and 4. 7-ma germanium tunnel diodes. Straight
lines with the theoretical -16. 6 db/decade slope were
visually fitted to the measured points.

the ratio x/ao for fixed a can be expressed as

x 1 / 3
Q _ = /3X . (26)
0

The jitter standard deviation 0 T was measured as a function of slope a for 1, 2. 2,

and 4. 7-ma germanium tunnel diodes (G. E. Types 1N3713, 1N3715, and 1N3717, respec-

tively). These measured results, shown in Fig. 21, support the theoretical scaling of

Eq. 26.

a. Optimally Sized Diode for Least Jitter

The theoretical relation (26) implies that the jitter can be made arbitrarily small by

using a small enough diode. In actual practice, however, the relative amount of surface
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leakage increases as the diode size is decreased. This causes the relative depth of the

valley to decrease, which, in turn, results in slower switching speeds. Finally, if the

diode is made too small, the shunt leakage becomes large enough to cancel out the nega-

tive resistance, thereby making the i-v relation single-valued in current - and making

switching impossible.

5.2 VARIATION OF JITTER STANDARD DEVIATION WITH JUNCTION CAPACITANCE

The model predicts (see Eq. 25) that the variation of the standard deviation 0 T with

the net junction capacitance should be

20 log rT + const.

Standard Deviation -T (db)

10.0 100.0 500.0

Total Capacitance across Junction (pf)

Fig. 22. Jitter standard deviation rT vs total capacitance C across junction

for several values of slope a. The lines shown have a theoretical
slope, -6. 6 db/decade, and were visually fitted to the points.
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1 (27)
C1/3

To check this result experimentally, rT was measured as external capacitance was

added across the junction. The net capacitance C across the junction would then be

C = Cext + Cint' (8)

where C ext is the externally added capacitance, and Cint, the diode's intrinsic capaci-

tance.

The experimentally determined relation between rT and C for several values of the

slope a is plotted in Fig. 22. This measured behavior agrees with the theoretically

predicted relation (27), as long as the capacitance is not made too large. When C is

made too large the jitter actually increases with C, contrary to the prediction of the

model.

This discrepancy may be due to series inductances in the diode and capacitor leads

which were not included in the model. With the inductance included, the junction would

see the L-C circuit shown in Fig. 23. The discrepancy may result because this circuit

is inductive above the series-resonant frequency,

f 1 (29)
0 

ext

where L is the lead inductance. In the model it is assumed that the diode sees a pure

capacitance.

L

to
diode - C c

junction int ext

Fig. 23. Equivalent L-C circuit that appears across the diode
junction when external capacitance, Cext, is connected

across the diode. Series lead inductance is shown.

-8 For our measuring conditions, L 10 hy and C 200 pf, resulting in fo

100 Mc. The shot noise generated in the diode is white well beyond 100 Mc. Further-

more, since the switching rise time is approximately 10 nsec, much of the energy

generated during the switching transient falls into frequencies of the order of 100 Mc.
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Consequently, the inductive effect may well be the cause of the discrepancy.

No attempt was made to provide low-inductance mounts for the diodes during the

experiment.

5.3 REVERSE-DIRECTION SWITCHING

Measurements of the jitter statistics were made for switching in the reverse direc-

tion, that is, from the valley back to the original state, as shown in Fig. 2, to check

the applicability of the jitter model in this case.

We expected a priori that there would be much less jitter for reverse than for for-

ward switching because the equivalent shot noise in the valley is much less than that

near the peak. (At that time we had not taken the 1/f noise into account.) We were

surprised, however, to find that there was slightly more jitter for the reverse case.

Upon closer examination we found that the variation of the standard deviation, T

with slope a is

"T ~a (30)

Also, aT was found to be independent of capacitance added externally across the junction

(700 pf was the largest value used).

These observations do not agree with the corresponding relation predicted by the

forward- switching model,

1
T ~ 1 (31)

T 5/6 1/3

Thus we conclude that the model derived for forward switching is not suitable in the

reverse-switching case.

a. Model for Reverse-Direction Switching

We shall present a model that explains qualitatively the behavior observed above for

reverse-direction switching. We shall show, first, that the jitter is most probably

related to l/f noise (white shot noise was the source of jitter in the forward-direction

case). Then, by making some reasonable assumptions concerning the characteristics

of the 1/f noise, a model is obtained that exhibits the experimentally observed behavior.

Source of Jitter for Reverse Switching

A possible cause for the observed difference between forward and reverse switching

can be seen by examining the tunnel diode model presented in Section II.

For reverse-direction switching the "critical region" for coupling between noise and

jitter is the valley region (near the point of tangency between the load line and the i-v

characteristic). Since low-frequency 1/f noise is prevalent in this region, it is most

apt to be the source of the jitter.
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The Model

The model will be derived by using the equivalent-circuit model for switching pre-

sented in Sections II and IV. The circuit model for reverse switching, shown in Fig. 24, -

ctt

+ i

v -kv 2

m~~ 

C n(t)

1/f
noise

Fig. 24. Equivalent-circuit model for describing jitter statistics
in reverse-switching case.

differs from that previously used for forward switching, in that k and C now have the

values that exist in the "critical coupling region" in the valley of the diode's i-v charac-

teristic. The noise n(t) is 1/f noise.

For reverse switching, a and k would normally be negative. To avoid this change

in signs, we let a and k be the magnitude of the respective parameters.

Distribution

Thres
t

Les of noise

distribution of noise

Fig. 25. Illustrating the geometric relationship between the noise
and switching-time distributions.

The noise n(t) has the property that its power is concentrated in very low frequen-

cies and that it exhibits approximately a 1/f spectrum. Now let us assume that n(t)

varies slowly enough so that the following conditions are satisfied:
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1. The time interval over which the "decision" to switch is made is much smaller

than intervals over which appreciable variations in n(t) occur. That is, the amplitude

of the noise is practically constant while the operating point is in the critical coupling

region.

2. For large enough values of slope a, the slope of at + n(t) is very close to a,

most of the time. This means that the effect of the noise would be simply to displace

the ramp vertically, without changing its slope. Typical sample functions of ramp plus

noise satisfying this condition are shown in Fig. 25.

Now consider some of the consequences of these assumptions. The first assump-

tion implies that, except for a deterministic time delay, the diode can be considered to

switch at the instant the ramp plus noise first crosses the threshold level (in this case,

the level zero).

Thus the equivalent switching model can be redrawn as shown in Fig. 26, where the

ramp plus noise is applied to a threshold crossing detector that is considered to switch

the instant the input first crosses the threshold level (we are neglecting the determin-

istic time delay). It is interesting to observe that in this situation, the jitter will be

independent of the capacitance C (as was experimentally observed), and also of k.

An implication of the second assumption can be seen by examining Fig. 25. Because

d [at+n(t)] = a, (32)dt

the noise projects geometrically onto the time axis. That is, if the noise, n(t), has the

value n on a given observation, then the switching time, T s , for that observa-

tion will be given by

_ -~ n (33)T -T =--, s s a

where Ts is the mean switching time. By using this transformation relation between the

random variables Ts and n, the desired statistics of T can be obtained in terms of the

at + n(t) *ut

First-passage-time detector
(threshold level at zero)

Fig. 26. Reverse-switching problem expressed as a first-passage-
time problem.
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first-order statistics of n(t).

By means of (33), the relation between the switching-time standard deviation, T

and the noise standard deviation, n, can be written

ur

T na (34)T a

This result agrees with the experimentally observed relation (30) between T and a.

The switching-time distribution, PT(Ts), can be expressed in terms of the ampli-

tude distribution of the noise, Pn(x), by using the transformation (33). Namely,

PTT) P[(Ts - Ts)]. (35)

No measurements were made of either PT(TS) or Pn(x).
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As much emphasis has been placed on the approach and thinking used in obtaining the

jitter model as was placed on the actual theoretical and experimental results. As a con-

sequence, descriptions of the specific characteristics of the switching randomness are

somewhat scattered throughout this report.

These results will now be consolidated. Predictions of the model and experiments

that were performed to check these predictions will be summarized. Following the sum-

mary, conclusions and suggestions for approaching the general problem of modeling jit-

ter in other kinds of switching circuits will be presented.

We have observed experimentally that the jitter characteristics for forward switching

(from the peak of the i-v curve, across the valley to the other state) were quite different

from the corresponding characteristics for switching in the other direction (from the

valley of the i-v curve, back to the initial state). Different models were required to

describe the jitter in the two cases.

6. 1 SUMMARY OF JITTER STATISTICS FOR FORWARD SWITCHING

The model describing the statistics of the switching-time randomness for forward

switching was presented and discussed in Section IV. We shall briefly review its devel-

opment and summarize its predictions.

First, we assumed that noise in the tunnel-diode circuit would have the strongest

influence on the switching time when the operating point is in the region where the diode

is effectively "deciding" to switch. This "decision" region is the vicinity near the peak

of the diode's i-v characteristic.

A small-signal noise model for the diode was approximated analytically in this

critical decision region and an equivalent circuit model was obtained.

By using Kirchhoff's current law, the equilibrium equation for the equivalent cir-

cuit model was found to be

dv 2
C dt kv = at + n(t), (36)

where C is the diode's junction capacitance, k is one-half the curvature of the i-v

characteristic at its peak, a is the slope of the input signal applied to the switch, n(t)

is white noise that is a combination of thermal and shot noise in the circuit, and v is the

voltage across the diode.

This equation, which describes the voltage appearing across the diode as switching

is commencing, was used to obtain the complete statistical description of the switching-

time randomness in terms of the circuit and diode parameters. The interpretation and

solution of the equation has been described in Section IV.
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a. Predictions of the Model

The predictions of the switching model are summarized below.

1. The distribution of the switching times was Gaussian. This distribution was com-

puted theoretically from the switching equation (36). This distribution is Gaussian, even

if the white-noise process, n(t), is not Gaussian. The range of parameter values over

which the computations were made amply covers the range over which experimental

measurements were made.

2. The switching-time mean and standard deviation were also obtained and are given

by

AN1/2kl/6
T (37)

a5/6c1/3

and

T = C - (38)
- ¥ Ca

where T is the switching-time standard deviation, T s is the mean, N is the spectral

height of the white noise, k is one-half the curvature at the tunnel diode peak, and a is

the slope of the input ramp. In the expression, A = 0. 65, = 2. 33, and y = 0. 30. The

computations of (37) and (38) were made over a limited range that amply covers the range

over which the experimental observations were made.

3. The jitter standard deviation, T' is independent of the load resistance RL when

the drive circuit is expressed as a current-source ramp in parallel with the load RL, and

when RL is much greater than the minimum magnitude of the negative resistance of the

tunnel diode's i-v characteristic. (For a 1-ma germanium tunnel diode at room tempera-

ture this minimum negative resistance is approximately 125/2.)

b. Experiments Performed to Check the Model

The experiments that were performed to check the validity of the model are sum-

marized below.

1. Switching-time distributions were measured for a wide range of input slopes. In

all cases the distributions were Gaussian within the measurement accuracy. The obser-

vation supports the corresponding theoretical result.

2. The switching-time standard deviation, T' was measured as a function of input

slope a. Measurements were made over approximately a four-decade range of a varia-

tion. The measured points support the theoretically predicted relation (37) within the

measurement accuracy of approximately 5 per cent. See Figs. 12, 13, and 21 for typical

plots of T against a.

3. The standard deviation T was measured as a function of slope, a, for load
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resistances of 1, 2, 5, and 10 k. The measured relation between 0rT and a was essen-

tially independent of the load RL for those values. This observation supports the cor-

responding predicted result. This experiment has been described in Section III.

4. The relation 0 T versus a was measured for tunnel diodes of different peak cur-

rents. By neglecting fringing and shunt leakage across the diode, a reasonably simple

scaling law for the diode's parameters was assumed (this law agreed with the manu-

facturer's specifications within 10 per cent for the diodes used). For this law it was

shown that the standard deviation, T' of the jitter should vary as the diode's peak cur-

rent to the one-third power.

5. The standard deviation, TO was measured as a function of capacitance added

externally across the junction. The experimental results followed the predicted relation

(37) as long as the capacitance was not too large. (See Fig. 22 for a plot of the measured

results.) A hypothesis explaining the discrepancy for the larger capacitance values is

presented, together with a description of the experiment, in Section V.

Measurements were made of 0 T versus a for 1, 2. 2, and 4. 7-ma diodes. The results

obtained essentially agree with the predicted result. This experiment has been described

in detail in Section V.

6.2 JITTER STATISTICS FOR REVERSE SWITCHING

We have found experimentally that the model that was derived for forward switching

did not describe the jitter in the reverse-switching case. Another model was derived

that relates the jitter to 1/f noise occurring in the tunnel diode. This model has only

been partially verified experimentally, since some of the assumptions made concerning

the 1/f noise have not been checked experimentally.

The entire discussion concerning reverse-direction switching has been presented in

Section V; therefore, a summary will not be presented here.

A complete description of the statistics of switching jitter has been obtained for the

tunnel-diode switch. This description per se is perhaps not the most significant contribu-

tion of this report. That we have shown that jitter can indeed be modeled for one of

the many switching circuits of interest may be far more significant. We may have pointed

a way toward the modeling of jitter in other kinds of switching circuits.

Having demonstrated that the randomness in a tunnel diode switch, which, of course,

is highly nonlinear, can be modeled in terms of the small-signal (linear) noise models of

the circuit components comprising the switch is in itself a useful contribution. It is this

approach that may be useful in obtaining models for other kinds of switches and thresh-

old detecting devices.

6.3 MODELING OF JITTER IN OTHER KINDS OF CIRCUITS

One might wonder whether the jitter models for other types of switching circuits,

such as the Schmidt trigger, flip-flop, and neon-bulb switch, would be similar in form

to the model that was obtained for the tunnel-diode switch.
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Certainly, any switch that can be expressed in terms of an instantaneous negative-

resistance characteristic, a single inductor or capacitor, and a wideband noise source

will have the same type of model as the tunnel diode. The same form of switching equa-

tion will result and the same relations between the distributions and circuit parameters

will exist.

Thus we might expect that a neon-bulb switch or a unijunction transistor will have

models of the same form as was obtained for the tunnel diode. These switches probably

have a single dynamic element and are probably afflicted by wideband thermal or shot

noise. These devices are duals of the tunnel diode, in that their i-v characteristics are

current rather than voltage-controlled.

It is not clear a priori whether the model will be the same for more complex multi-

device regenerative switching circuits such as the Schmidt-trigger, flip-flop, or PNPN

switches. These circuits involve more than one dynamic element, and have noise

sources at several locations in the circuit. We have not been able to reduce the small-

signal models for these circuits to any simple circuit as we did for the tunnel diode.

Experimental observations of the jitter would be useful at this point for obtaining more

insight into the switching processes in these circuits.

6.4 QUESTIONS REMAINING ON TUNNEL-DIODE SWITCHING RANDOMNESS

There are many questions still to be answered concerning randomness occurring in

tunnel-diode switches. We have only been able to analyze the tunnel-diode jitter model

for values of the dimensionless noise spectral height, No, in the range 0 N < 2. Since
O 0

(refer to Eq. 17)

kN
N' 20 , (39)

C a

where No is the dimensional spectral height of the noise, this region of solution corre-

sponds to analysis when the slope a is not too small. An interesting question therefore

concerns the jitter when the slope is very small, or equivalently, when N' is very large.

We expect that the linear relations (21) obtained in Section IV, may not hold in this

small-slope situation.

We have shown that the jitter distribution is a form that satisfies the diffusion equa-

tion. It would be interesting to see if this equation might be derived directly from the

switching model, thereby by-passing the involved procedure required to solve the

"switching equation."

6.5 QUESTIONS REMAINING ON THE GENERAL SWITCHING PROBLEM

Perhaps the most exciting questions concern the modeling of jitter in devices and

circuits other than the tunnel diode. An extremely valuable contribution can be made

by discovering a procedure whereby switching randomness can be modeled in any of the

many types of electronic switches. Some conjectures have been made here concerning
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behavior that might be expected in these switches and approaches to the modeling of

jitter that might be fruitful.

An interesting group of questions that are very pertinent to switching applications will

arise once the general jitter mechanism is determined. These questions involve the

optimization of device and circuit configurations to minimize the effects of switching

randomness in particular applications. Thus low-jitter circuits might be obtained and

procedures for minimizing jitter in a given circuit configuration established. Questions

analogous to these were answered for linear amplifiers soon after the small-signal noise

models for the circuit components comprising the amplifier were obtained.
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APPENDIX A

Schematics of Circuits Used for Measuring the Jitter Statistics

Circuit diagrams for systems used in measuring the statistics of the switching ran-

domness are presented here. Two basic measuring procedures (called "Methods I and II")

have been described in Section III. Block diagrams illustrating these procedures are

shown in Figs. 7 and 9.

A. 1 RAMP GENERATOR AND TUNNEL-DIODE SWITCHES

The schematic in Fig. 27 shows the circuit that was used for generating the ramp,

and the pair of diode switches that were triggered by the ramp.

100 pf --- r7
C

20 
s

·Typical component values:;

R = 4 kQ

R = 200 
s

C = 0.03 - 20 mf
s

E = 6 volts

Transistor: high-speed, silicon

---- 1

to

scope
amp
"A "

I
I

first
tunnel-
diode

switch

to

scope
amp
"B"

_ I
second
tunnel-
diode
switch

Fig. 27. Ramp generator and tunnel-diode switches.

While the ramp is forming, the transistor is cut off. Thus practically no

shot noise is introduced by the transistor. The only noise in the circuit is

thermal noise occurring in R s and RL. The effect of these noise sources was

shown to be negligible as compared with the shot noise introduced by the diode
itself.

The two tunnel-diode switches were shielded from each other. Since no detect-

able locking or interaction between the two switches could be induced, it is reason-

able to assume that they switch independently.
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A.2 DIFFERENTIAL TIME-TO-HEIGHT CONVERTER

The differential time-to-height converter is shown in Fig. 28. The outputs from

the two diode switches were applied to the "A" and "B" vertical amplifier of a

"A

"1

(t)

And-Gate Detector
Amplifier

Fig. 28. Differential time-to-height converter.

Techtronix Type 547 oscilloscope, as shown in Fig. 28. One of the two sig-

nals was inverted and then added to the other. The waveform S 1(t), shown in

Fig. 29, results.

This waveform is amplified and then used to gate the linear horizontal sweep ramp

obtained from the oscilloscope. This linear ramp is shown as S2(t) in Fig. 29. The out-

put, S4 (t), of the and-gate is a pulse with height proportional to the width of the pulse

Sl(t). The pulse S4 (t) is passed through a peak-detecting circuit, producing the wave-

form S5(t). This last operation was performed in order to give the pulse a much larger

area, or energy, thereby producing a much larger signal-to-noise ratio for the measure-

ment.

A.3 FILTER FOR SAMPLING THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM Sr(f)

Several different types of filters were used for "sampling" the magnitude of Sr(f)

(which is proportional to the desired variance of the switching time). (The spectrum

Sr(f) has been defined in the description of Method II.) The use of the filter is indicated

in the block diagram of Fig. 9 and has already been described.

Two filters were used at various times: (i) A five-pole R-C filter. Five single-pole

R-C filters were cascaded with transistor emitter followers between them. The emit-

ter followers provide isolation between the stages of the filter. Extremely high stabil-

ity, which is necessary for repeatability of the experiments, was obtained by using this

brute-force technique. The schematic of this circuit is shown in Fig. 30. (ii) A General
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S (t), S 3 (t)

ange

t)

(t)

t

t

Fig. 29. Waveforms obtained in time-to-height converter.

+6

10 k

1 k

-6

Fig. 30. Stable five-pole lowpass filter used in measurement Method II.
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Radio Model 1900-A Spectrum Analyzer. This filter was useful for prelimi-

nary tests because of its flexibility.
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APPENDIX B

Power Density Spectrum of the Random Pulse Train of Figure III-4a

The power density spectrum of the random pulse train, f(t),

now be computed. A property of the spectrum of this wave was

ment procedure discussed in Section III.

The random signal f(t) can be expressed analytically as

shown in Fig. 8a, will

used in the measure-

+00

f(t) = xkh(t-kT),

k=-oo

where

h(t) = et/T Ul(t).

(B. 1)

(B.2)

The variables xk are a sequence of statistically independent, identically distributed

random variables. The mean and standard deviation of these variables are denoted mx

and -x, respectively. The spacing between the pulses is T. The time constant of the

exponential is T.

The power spectrum S(f) of the random wave f(t) has been obtained by others. 7 It

can be expressed in the form

2 .x

S(f) = 1 H(f)12 mx !-T -,T T -- 0
Uo(f k ).

where H(f) is the Fourier transform of h(t), and uo(f) is the unit impulse.

The transform of h(t) is

H(f) T
H(f) u1 + jwfT'

By using (B.4), S(f) can be written

2
S(f) = T

1 + (ZrrfT)

2 2 +00
a' m

x+ x
T T2 koo

k=-oo

(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)uo(f k

Observe that S(f) can be expressed in the form

S(f) = S(f) + Sp(f), (B.6)

where Sp(f) contains only impulses at harmonics of the frequency 1/T, and Sr(f) is
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continuous. The impulsive component Sp(f) is due to the periodic part of f(t). These two
components are

2 2
m T

S (f) = x 1 
P T 1 + (2rrfT) 2

+oo00

k=-oo

uo(f _ kT ) (B.7)

and

2 2
O (f) 1

Sf) 1+ (2rfr)2
(B.8)

The property that Sr(f) is proportional to the variance was used in experimentally

determining the variance of the switching times.
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APPENDIX C

Computer Solution of the Switching Equation

The program used for solving the switching equation derived in Section IV will now

be presented and discussed. The switching equation in dimensionless form is

dv 2
d -v =t + n(t),dt (C.1)

where n(t) is white noise with spectral height No. The primes that were used with the

dimensionless variables in Section IV are omitted here.

C. 1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SWITCHING EQUATION

A property of Eq. C. 1 is that if its right side is negative and if the initial value of v

is negative, then v(t) will tend to some stable finite value. On the other hand, if the right

side is positive, v(t) will tend to infinity within some finite time. We shall consider this

time to be the "switching time," and denote it Ts.

For a given set of initial conditions and n(t) = 0, the switching will always occur at

the same time. When noise is added, however, T becomes a random variable, taking

on values distributed about some mean. The distribution of T5 will depend on the amount

of noise present, that is, on No , and on the initial starting voltage and time.

The initial voltage, vo , and time, to , are chosen so that the system would effectively

v (t) I

I

I

I

I

I
I

o 0,99

-0. 73

T
S

= 2.33
t

Fig. 31. Solution of the dimensionless switching equation with n(t) = 0,
obtained by computer.
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have been in equilibrium at large negative times. This condition is ensured if

V = Ito J (C.2)

where to, the initial starting time, is a large negative number. With this restriction,

the operating point will follow the i-v relation, i(v) = -kv 2 , until the region of switching

is reached. The solution for these conditions and for n(t) = 0 is shown in Fig. 31.

C.2 COMPUTER SOLUTION OF THE SWITCHING EQUATION

The object of the computation was to obtain the distribution, mean, and standard

deviation of the switching time. The computation was performed on an IBM 7094 com-

puter using the Fortran II language.

The equation was solved for v(t) by using standard one-step difference techniques.

Noise was introduced by adding in a random number at each iteration of the difference

equation. The random-number sequence was obtained by using the "RANNOF" routine.

This routine generates a pseudo-random sequence of numbers that are uniformly dis-

tributed between zero and one, and which, for our purpose, can be considered to be

mutually independent. The sequence was adjusted to have zero mean and a variance

corresponding to a given spectral height, No.

The solution was started far enough back in time, subject to the initial condition

(A3.2), to ensure that the process would appear to have been going indefinitely. When

v(t) became large enough to ensure that the noise would have negligible effect on the

future course of the signal, the computation was stopped, and the final values of v and

t were substituted into an asymptotic solution that is valid for large v. From this

asymptotic form the switching time T s was obtained.

N was set to some specified value and this solution procedure was carried out 1000

times, resulting in that many values of the random variable T s . By using standard com-

puting techniques, the mean, standard deviation, and distribution of T s were calculated.

These statistics were obtained for values of N o ranging from zero up to four.

C.3 PROGRAM FOR SOLVING THE SWITCHING EQUATION

Some of the special features of the program that was used for computing the solution

of the switching equation will now be discussed. The program, written in the Fortran II

language, is shown below.

The input variables are defined as follows:

VO = initial voltage, v.

TO = initial time, to.

SO = spectral height of the noise, No .

DELTA = size of time increments, or steps.
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PROGRAM FOR SOLVING SWITCHING EQUATION

DIMENSION TS(1000)
READ 10, L

10 FORMAT (I2)
READ 1, VO,TO,DELTA,SO,M

1 FORMAT (2F10.4, F10.7, F10.4,I10)
PRINT 2 , VO,TO,DELTA,SO,M

2 FORMAT (1Hl,//,5HVO = ,F10O4,4X4HTO = ,F10,4,
14X7HDELTA = ,F10.7,4X4HSO = ,F10.4,4X4HM ,I4)
PRINT 11, L

11 FORMAT (7HOSETUF( , I2,1H))
PRINT 8

8 FORMAT (16HOSWITCHING TIMES)
B = SETUF(L)
DO 12 I=l, 50

12 Z = RANNOF(X)
A = SQRTF(12.*DELTA*SO)
DELSQ = .5*DELTA*DELTA
DO 13 I=1,M
DO 5 J = 1,5
V = VO

DO 4 N=1,10000
Z = RANNOF(X)
T = TO+DELTA*FLOATF(N)
V=V/(1.-DELTA*V)+DELTA*T+DELSQ+A*(Z-.5)
IF (V-30.) 4,5,5

4 CONTINUE
5 TS(J) = T+1./V

PRINT 6, (TS(J),
6 FORMAT (5F12.6)

13 PUNCH 6, (TS(J),
CALL EXIT
END

* DATA

J=1,5)

J=1,5)
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M = number of output cards desired. Five values of the switching time are

punched on each card. We usually solved for 1000 values of Ts , corres-

ponding to M = 200.

With these inputs specified, the program would solve for 5M values of the switching

time, T. These values would be punched onto cards as well as printed.

Standard programs (not included) were used to compute the distribution, mean, and

standard deviation of the computed values of Ts.

a. Asymptotic Form of the Switching Equation and Its Use

The switching equation can be written in the form

dv 2d-{ = v + t + n(t). (C-3)

When v becomes large, this equation has the asymptotic form,

dv 2
v . (C.4)

The solution of this equation, easily found by integration, is

v(t) -T t (C.5)
s

When v(t) begins to blow up as it approaches the singularity at t = T , the computa-

tion becomes very inaccurate. To avoid this problem, we stopped the computation at

the first value of v that exceeded 30. These final values of voltage and time, vf and tf,

respectively, were then substituted in the asymptotic solution (C.5), to yield the desired

switching time,

T =t 1
Ts = tf v(C. 6)S v
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